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P2P Storage
Not the same as a file-sharing system
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) storage systems leverage the
combined storage capacity of a network of storage
devices (peers) contributed typically by autonomous
end-users as a common pool of storage space to
store content reliably.
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Security & privacy implications of data placement …
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may lead to poor performance
•

access latency, repair cost, …
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Replication model: A clique of replicas storing each other’s
data (reciprocity)
Abstract—In peer-to-peer storage systems, peers replicate each
others’ data in order to increase availability. If the matching is
done centrally, the algorithm can optimize data availability in an
equitable manner for all participants. However, if matching is
decentralized, the peers’ selfishness can greatly alter the results,
leading to performance inequities that can render the system
unreliable and thus ultimately unusable.
We analyze the problem using both theoretical approaches
(complexity analysis for the centralized system, game theory for
the decentralized one) and simulation. We prove that the problem
of optimizing availability in a centralized system is NP-hard.
In decentralized settings, we show that the rational behavior
of selfish peers will be to replicate only with similarly-available
peers. Compared to the socially-optimal solution, highly available
peers have their data availability increased at the expense of
decreased data availability for less available peers. The price of
anarchy is high: unbounded in one model, and linear with the
number of time slots in the second model.
We also propose centralized and decentralized heuristics that,
according to our experiments, converge fast in the average case.
The high price of anarchy means that a completely decentralized system could be too hostile for peers with low availability,
who could never achieve satisfying replication parameters. Moreover, we experimentally show that even explicit consideration
and exploitation of diurnal patterns of peer availability has a
small effect on the data availability—except when the system
has truly global scope. Yet a fully centralized system is infeasible,
not only because of problems in information gathering, but also
the complexity of optimizing availability. The solution to this
dilemma is to create system-wide cooperation rules that allow
a decentralized algorithm, but also limit the selfishness of the
participants.
Index Terms—price of anarchy, equitable optimization, distributed storage

uses not only storage space but, more importantly, consumes
bandwidth [2]. In return, a user expects that her data will also
be stored remotely, increasing availability and resilience. As
users in p2p systems are assumed to be independent [3], [4],
they seek to maximize their perceived profits (e.g., availability
of their data) and to minimize their contribution (e.g., the
amount of other users’ data they store). Thus, the crucial
decision an user must take is to choose other users that will
replicate her data (and whose data she will replicate, assuming
a reciprocity-based scheme). Depending on the organization of
the system, this decision is either done through the agency of
a centralized matching system (like in wuala.com), or using a
fully decentralized algorithm in which users form replication
agreements [5], [6].
In this paper, we study the problem of maximization of
data availability in a decentralized data replication system. In
order to obtain worst-case bounds in these complex systems,
we model what we consider the crucial characteristics of the
problem along two axes: (1) peer availability (deterministic
time slots or probabilistic); (2) matching (centralized and
enforced or decentralized and autonomous).
In the probabilistic model, a peer’s availability is the
probability of the peer being available (correlated with the
peer’s expected lifetime, like in [7], [6]). The goal is to
maximize data availability given the constraints on the storage
size. In contrast, in the time slot (deterministic) model peer
availability is a function of time, either in a periodic way [8]
(also observed for the whole system in [9]), or according to
a detailed prediction for the next time period. In this model,
availability is a set of time slots in which the peer is available
with certainty. The goal is to minimize the number of replicas
such that the sum of their availability periods covers the whole
prediction time.
We analyze both availability models when matching is done
either centrally or in a decentralized manner. A centralized

Explores both centralized and decentralized settings for
clique formation
Challenge

Centralized matching - right set of peers to optimize
storage capacity utilization (proven NP-hard)
Decentralized matching - uses an underlying gossip
algorithm (T-man) to explore partners
I. I NTRODUCTION

A decentralized system for data storage and replication
is an important building block of many peer-to-peer (p2p)
applications, such as backup (e.g., wuala.com), or social networks [1] (in which, when a user is off-line, the system ensures
that her data is available for her friends). In such systems,
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Find instead a
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Abstract—Friend-to-friend networks, i.e. peer-to-peer networks
where data are exchanged and stored solely through nodes
owned by trusted users, can guarantee dependability, privacy and
uncensorability by exploiting social trust. However, the limitation
of storing data only on friends can come to the detriment of
data availability: if no friends are online, then data stored in the
system will not be accessible. In this work, we explore the tradeoffs between redundancy (i.e., how many copies of data are stored
on friends), data placement (the choice of which friend nodes to
store data on) and data availability (the probability of finding
data online). We show that the problem of obtaining maximal
availability while minimizing redundancy is NP-complete; in
addition, we perform an exploratory study on data placement
strategies, and we investigate their performance in terms of
redundancy needed and availability obtained. By performing a
trace-based evaluation, we show that nodes with as few as 10
friends can already obtain good availability levels.
Keywords: friend-to-friend (F2F), storage systems, data placement, NP-complete, heuristics

I. I NTRODUCTION
Peer-to-peer (P2P) storage systems have been studied for
over a decade, starting with the OceanStore [5] project. The
premise of P2P storage is crowdsourcing the storage cloud
[2] to other end-users. One of the many design issues in such
systems is the choice of peers at which to store data. A specific
subclass of P2P storage systems have emerged based on the
placement choice being constrained to ‘friends’ of the data
owner, for example, FriendStore [7]. The basic characteristics
of such friend-to-friend (F2F) storage systems are: (i) reallife social trust is exploited to guarantee a dependable system
(e.g., a friend of mine won’t erase my data); (ii) data access is
predominantly confined within a small social neighborhood.
These networks, also known as ‘darknets’ when the focus
is on security, can also guarantee privacy and resistance to
censorship [1]. F2F storage thus constitutes a good building
block for diverse applications such as personal backup service
and decentralized online social networking.
For personal backup, while data persistence is more critical,
data availability is nevertheless desirable. For decentralized
online social networking systems such as SuperNova [6],

{matteo.dell-amico,pietro.michiardi}@eurecom.fr

any specific data owner is constrained by the use of only peer
nodes run by friends of the data owner.
There are several variations of this basic question that
would interest a F2F storage system designer. A baseline is
determined when all friends of a node store its data. This is
the best in terms of availability that one can achieve subject
to the constraint of using friend nodes exclusively. However,
there are some obvious variations worth studying. Can the
same availability (or any other predetermined threshold of
availability) be achieved using only a subset of the node’s
friends? How does the law of diminishing returns work in
terms of availability, as the number of used friends is increased? If a stipulated number of friends are to be used, what
is the best availability that can be achieved? Furthermore, the
way to measure availability itself may vary. For a personal
backup application, the data owner may care for the data to be
available only when it itself is online - for example, with other
portable devices. For a decentralized online social networking
application, the data owner can serve its own data when it
is itself online, but will like the friends to make the data
available when it is itself offline. More generally, availability
may also be determined based on whether it was available
when there was any access request for the data. These various
interpretations of availability may depend on the access and
application specific characteristics.
The achievable and achieved performance would depend on
the (temporal) characteristics of individual nodes’ egocentric
networks (i.e., the social network consisting of those nodes and
their respective immediate friends), the actual data-placement
policies determining a subset of friends to store data at, as well
as the interpretation of availability itself. This paper is a first
attempt to formalize these quantitative aspects of F2F storage
systems, exploring algorithmic aspects of data placement in
(sub-)optimal subset of friends, and exposition of the efficacy
of F2F storage systems using trace-driven simulations using
real egocentric social network traces capturing additionally
node availability traces over time.
The important contributions of this paper include (i) defin-
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terms of availability, as the number of used friends is increased? If a stipulated number of friends are to be used, what
is the best availability that can be achieved? Furthermore, the
way to measure availability itself may vary. For a personal
backup application, the data owner may care for the data to be
available only when it itself is online - for example, with other
portable devices. For a decentralized online social networking
application, the data owner can serve its own data when it
is itself online, but will like the friends to make the data
available when it is itself offline. More generally, availability
may also be determined based on whether it was available
when there was any access request for the data. These various
interpretations of availability may depend on the access and
application specific characteristics.
The achievable and achieved performance would depend on
the (temporal) characteristics of individual nodes’ egocentric
networks (i.e., the social network consisting of those nodes and
their respective immediate friends), the actual data-placement
policies determining a subset of friends to store data at, as well
as the interpretation of availability itself. This paper is a first
attempt to formalize these quantitative aspects of F2F storage
systems, exploring algorithmic aspects of data placement in
(sub-)optimal subset of friends, and exposition of the efficacy
of F2F storage systems using trace-driven simulations using
real egocentric social network traces capturing additionally
node availability traces over time.
The important contributions of this paper include (i) defin-
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Peer-to-peer (P2P) storage systems have been studied for
over a decade, starting with the OceanStore [5] project. The
premise of P2P storage is crowdsourcing the storage cloud
[2] to other end-users. One of the many design issues in such
systems is the choice of peers at which to store data. A specific
subclass of P2P storage systems have emerged based on the
placement choice being constrained to ‘friends’ of the data
owner, for example, FriendStore [7]. The basic characteristics
of such friend-to-friend (F2F) storage systems are: (i) reallife social trust is exploited to guarantee a dependable system
(e.g., a friend of mine won’t erase my data); (ii) data access is
predominantly confined within a small social neighborhood.
These networks, also known as ‘darknets’ when the focus
is on security, can also guarantee privacy and resistance to
censorship [1]. F2F storage thus constitutes a good building
block for diverse applications such as personal backup service
and decentralized online social networking.
For personal backup, while data persistence is more critical,
data availability is nevertheless desirable. For decentralized
online social networking systems such as SuperNova [6],
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Abstract. Recent years have seen several earnest initiatives from both academic
researchers as well as open source communities to implement and deploy decentralized online social networks (DOSNs). The primary motivations for DOSNs
are privacy and autonomy from big brotherly service providers. The promise of
decentralization is complete freedom for end-users from any service providers
both in terms of keeping privacy about content and communication, and also from
any form of censorship. However decentralization introduces many challenges.
One of the principal problems is to guarantee availability of data even when the
data owner is not online, so that others can access the said data even when a
node is offline or down. Intuitively this can be solved by replicating the data on
other users’ machines. Existing DOSN proposals try to solve this problem using
heuristics which are agnostic to the various kinds of heterogeneity both in terms
of end user resources as well as end user behaviors in such a system. For instance,
some propose replication at friends, or at some other peers based on other heuristics such as reciprocal storage among nodes with similar availability, or storage
in a global DHT realized using all peers’ resources. In this paper, we argue that
a pragmatic design needs to explicitly allow for and leverage on system heterogeneity, and provide incentives for the resource rich participants in the system
to contribute such resources. To that end we introduce SuperNova - a super-peer
based DOSN architecture. Super-peers can help (i) bootstrap new peers who are
yet to have/find any friends by either providing them storage space, (ii) maintaining a directory of users, so that users can find friends in the network by name or
interests, (iii) help peers find other peers to store their content in case they don’t
have adequate friends to do so, or if their friends are already overloaded. We envision a self-organizing system, where nodes that provide substantial resources
can gain reputation, and be elevated to the status of super-peers. Users may want
to become super-peers out of altruism (they want DOSNs to succeed), for the
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Well resourced nodes act as super-peers

incentives (could be): reputation within an interest
community, ability to monetize (e.g., using ads), …
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community, ability to monetize (e.g., using ads), …
New nodes use superpeers for storage, until they get
established in the system
so that the super-peers are not over-burdened, or become
a bottleneck for established peers, …
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Representative result
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Fig. 2. Comparison for Friend’s Time (FT) and Total Time (TT) for Deviation (D) and
NonDeviation (ND)
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